
Monday Evening Bible Reading Group: December 20th: 1 Corinthians 15: 1-11 

Quite a short passage, but the commentaries tend to agree that it is a good passage to study 

– indeed a key passage; despite the fact that it opens up a Resurrection theme which runs 

through Chapter 15.  The opening provides a short but basic Creed: summarising the key 

Jesus teaching that Paul himself had received, and that was the starting point for all the 

churches.  Our Communion Service has a slightly extended (in message) but crisper version: 

Christ has died, Christ is risen, Christ will come again. The Creed is not something we could 

work out from first principles.  It is a good news message from the family that is welcoming 

us in.   Isaiah 53: 4-6 is one of the rather few Old Testament pointers to a crucified Messiah. 

Paul treasures his own personal late Resurrection encounter with the Risen Christ: seeing 

himself, naturally enough, as wholly undeserving (as a persecutor of the church and denier 

of the Resurrection).   He distinguishes this from all later visions of the Risen Christ, without 

denying their validity as a different sort of encounter.   But it is interesting that Paul 

specifically quotes the Resurrection appearances to Peter (who had denied Christ) and 

James the Lord’s brother (half-brother if you like) (who had also denied that Jesus was 

special rather than mad). 

We are all out of our depth here; but perhaps a bit of history and a bit of 

philosophy/theology won’t go amiss.   Jewish thinking had for the most part focussed on the 

resurrection of the nation rather than the resurrection of the individual; although there are 

texts which point in a different direction, personal resurrection.  For the most part, dead 

folk are seen as going to Sheol, which is best described as a place of non-existence: shadow 

lands where nothing much happens, without the earth’s good moments, and seemingly 

without God.   It was mainly the sacrifices of the Maccabees that turned popular thinking 

towards the need for resurrection of the “righteous” and punishment of the “wicked”.    

Greeks, despite rating athletic bodies rather highly, and showing far more of them than 

good Jews would dream of doing, tended to believe in the immortality of “the soul”  and the 

release of the soul from the prison of the body.  

Resurrection, as Paul goes on to discuss in more detail, is about body and soul resurrected 

together – not least because it is something of a struggle to see personality in a 

disembodied spirit.  (Deviating a bit: it is interesting that the Harry Potter books try to 

capture “ghostly” personalities through bodies which are physical enough to be recognised, 

but don’t have physical limitations.  Not unlike the Jesus Resurrection body.)  Basically, the 

message to us is that I will be (recognisably) me and you will be (recognisably) you.   That is 

quite different from atom recapture and re-creating all our acquired or inherent defects! 

The same sort of thinking is reflected in Paul’s comments on his apostleship: Jesus in me, 

but making me more fully me – rather than me, in life or in death, being absorbed into the 

divine.  (I guess that when someone says of a son or daughter that they are a chip of the old 

block, they mean being a parent-like person in their own way.   After all, it is a bit hard to 



see why God created Creation if the end product was to be re-absorption and so the 

reversal of Creation?  


